Abstract. Background. Non invasive monitoring of Blood Glucose (BG) has been a challenge calling for new accurate and fast measurement methods. Objective. To propose new concept of chaos based BG non invasive test aiming at personal customization requirements. Methods. First to build the compact RC model of tissue BG through impedance precision measuring Kit, then to simulate and soft-test BG by Boolean chaotic Codec circuits in soft tool Multisim 13.0, The third to capture the chaotic decoding outputs with the Kit plus PC in calculated signatures of resistor and phase of the tested impedance at the subjects' left wrist in synchronous test by Bayer BG meter. Results. All in controlled trials of Bayer BG meter, the chaotic BG modelling had gained three new compared formulae in merits of errors less than 1mmol/L and latency less than 1minute. Conclusion. During further verification of this chaotic test paradigm, the opened logic route of above methods will boost measurement experts' confidence in overcoming future problems of blood glucose monitoring in vivo.
Introduction
Four kinds of methods on Blood Glucose non invasive measurement are in chemistry, electrical, optical, and acoustic principles [1, 2] . Till now there have been puzzles on non invasive measurement paradigm as multi variables effects. However the BG test accuracy and latency problems are two more prominent issues. So entering personalized customization era, how to understand easily creative application of classic biological impedance will undoubtedly open new window of old obstacles.
Chaos based Blood Glucose non invasive measurement built by the corresponding author was inspired by three events: (1) Section 3 focuses on RC-based chaotic Codec BG sensing (innovation point 2) [7, 8] . Section 4 extracts three custom formulae in contrast test of Bayer BG meter (innovation point 3). Section 5 throws up the conclusions caring the illustration of test accuracy and latency indexes.
Wrist blood glucose modelling in RC net
The idea searches for BG model in RC net. Figure 1 and 2 show needed instruments. Wherein the chip AD5933 is high speed biological impedance acquisition system in key parameters of 12bit, 1MSPS. Step-1: BG test value sampling invasively after Alcohol disinfection and filling Tab. 1.
Step-2: During 5 minutes interval, to uniformly capture 5-~ 10-group data (20-trial per group set in one second). To anti-compute the RC model from the wrist impedances and then fill Tab. 1.
Step-3: To use the RC model in Table 1 as the "wrist in vivo" under test by Multisim 13.0 exploring new chaotic Codec BG test method. 
RC-based chaotic Codec BG sensing

Custom Chaos BG glucose non-invasive monitoring
In fact like in Figure 3 we set generator frequency of 50kHz, 30 percents of Duty in chaotic coding block with MCU of MSP430G2553. And the acquisition methods are also kept the same style in Section 2. To analyze Figure 5 ~ Figure 7 we must point out that all the derailed dots are for reason of 30kHz stimulus in Kit in Fig.1 (All data is met before and after the continues four lunches).
To compare Figure 8 @ left and right we believe that classic inputs will result in basic accuracy of BG test mapping while in about 5 minutes delay times, fortunately the right results in Figure 8 with all 50kHz in Kit and in Codec circuits met minute-level latency.
Conclusions
To help build new RC model of BG non invasive measurement our co-works had shown the personalized customization method from test to simulation to test all in contract of Bayer BG meter monitoring for Subject One.
The grasped optimized experiments' condition includes 30% Duty 40 kHz ~ 50kHz excitation, and the digital Boolean Codec tech with 1 ~ 3 stages delay chain @ room temperature of 28 degrees Celsius, Humidity of 60%.
Further works will inhibit the effect from the temperature variable in order to stabilize this accuracy of about 0.5mmol/L in chaotic measurement for Blood Glucose monitoring in vivo.
